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Strains of bacterial pathogens that have acquired mutations conferring antibiotic resistance often have a
lower growth rate and are less invasive or transmissible initially than their susceptible counterparts. However,
fitness costs of resistance mutations can be ameliorated by secondary site mutations. These so-called com-
pensatory mutations may restore fitness in the absence and/or presence of antimicrobials. We review literature
data and show that the fitness gains in the absence and presence of antibiotic treatment need not be correlated.
The aim of this study is to gain a better conceptual grasp of how compensatory mutations with different fitness
gains affect evolutionary trajectories, in particular reversibility. To this end, we developed a theoretical model
with which we consider both a resistance and a compensation locus. We propose an intuitively understandable
parameterization for the fitness values of the four resulting genotypes (wild type, resistance mutation only,
compensatory mutation only, and both mutations) in the absence and presence of treatment. The differential
fitness gains, together with the turnover rate and the mutation rate, strongly affected the success of antibac-
terial treatment, reversibility, and long-term abundance of resistant strains. We therefore propose that
experimental studies of compensatory mutations should include fitness measurements of all possible genotypes
in both the absence and presence of an antibiotic.
The global rise of antimicrobial resistance in bacteria, com-
bined with the decreasing number of innovative antibacterial
agents, has led to warnings that we may soon lose our ability to
treat bacterial infections (82). This spread of strains that are
genetically resistant is occurring despite the fact that resistance
is often costly. When resistance is due to an altered target, this
target might not work as well as its progenitor. Efflux pumps or
bacterial enzymes that modify the antibiotic often lead to met-
abolic costs (1). This fitness loss may be reflected in a reduced
growth rate in vivo (e.g., see reference 51) or in vitro (reviewed
in references 3 and 85), a reduced transmission rate (66), a
higher clearance rate (29), or decreased invasiveness (22) in
the absence of antibiotics. The costs of resistance are among
the most important factors determining both the rate and ex-
tent of resistance emergence (2, 3, 15, 32, 44, 50). In order to
devise strategies to contain antibacterial resistance, we there-
fore need to predict the fitness trajectories (i.e., how the fitness
of a strain will change over time) of resistant strains and to
investigate whether and how resistance may be reversible once
it has emerged.
Antimicrobial-induced killing or growth suppression does
not necessarily increase monotonically with drug concentra-
tion. Therefore, it is not always clear how the MIC and the
growth rate at a defined concentration are correlated. Rather
than making assumptions about the fitness landscape, in the
following material we take the growth rate at therapeutic con-
centrations as a proxy for fitness in the presence of treatment.
In general, the effect of deleterious mutations can be re-
duced by secondary site mutations, so-called compensatory or
suppressor mutations (39, 50, 83). Compensation of costs of
antimicrobial resistance seems to be the rule rather than the
exception and has been found in many bacterial species (9, 10,
12), but also in HIV (6), in fungi (20, 72), and in protozoans
(37, 49). The costs of resistance are usually measured relative
to the corresponding wild-type fitness in the absence of anti-
biotics (4), and compensation is often seen as a process that is
necessary in the absence of antibiotic treatment, when the
resistant bacteria have to compete with their susceptible coun-
terparts (2, 43). Thus, in many studies, the fitness of resistant
compensated strains was measured in competition with wild-
type bacteria and in the absence of antibacterial treatment
(e.g., see references 11, 36, 70, and 73). While competition with
the wild type increases selection pressure on less-fit resistant
microorganisms, antibiotic resistance may—as mentioned
above—also impair the pathogens’ ability to infect and spread,
and thus their general viability. It is therefore conceivable that
these fitness losses also have to be compensated in the pres-
ence of antibiotics to escape extinction. Indeed, compensation
is often referred to as a process that can take place in either the
absence or presence of antibiotics (2, 3, 32, 43, 50). It is com-
monly assumed, however, that compensatory mutations confer
a fitness advantage in both environments (8, 43, 73). In HIV,
compensatory mutations that increase fitness regardless of the
presence of an antiviral have been found (14), while mutations
increasing both fitness and MIC have been found in bacteria
(52, 68). However, only two studies have compared compensa-
tion in the absence and presence of antimicrobial selection pres-
sure in bacteria by use of growth rates (63, 67). In a study by
Paulander et al. (63), many mupirocin-resistant compensated
strains that evolved in the absence of drugs had increased fitness
only in this environment. In analogy to resistance mutations that
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lead to drug dependence (e.g., see reference 69), it is also possible
that some compensatory mutations confer a fitness advantage
only in the presence of treatment, thereby leading to a pseudo-
dependent or dependent phenotype, with organisms growing bet-
ter or only when the respective drug is present (7, 60, 64).
On an epidemiological level, decreasing levels of resistance
after a reduction in selection pressure may be due to two
fundamentally different processes. The prevalent strains may
have lost the resistance gene(s), or unrelated, susceptible
strains may have coincidentally replaced the former strains (2).
Theoretically, the latter is expected to be much more common,
if not the only possibility (2, 42), and the accumulation of
compensatory mutations is one of the barriers to genetic re-
versions. In a setting with a resistance and a compensation
locus, both single-mutant genotypes (i.e., resistance or com-
pensation only) may give a lower fitness than either the wild
type or the resistant-compensated genotype. Therefore, rever-
sion from the resistant-compensated genotype to the wild type
may be impeded by a fitness valley (73). Also, since often more
than one mutation confers resistance, the effective rate of
acquiring a particular resistance mutation may be higher than
the rate of reversion. By the same logic, compensatory muta-
tions are more easily gained than lost (2), and population
bottlenecks arising from transmission (or, in vitro, from serial
passage) can additionally enrich compensated mutants (43).
While these theoretical findings are in agreement with many
epidemiological and experimental studies, genetic reversion to
susceptibility has been described repeatedly, and several ex-
perimental studies describe reversion of clinical isolates after
serial passages without antibiotic in vitro (16, 56, 81). Rever-
sion may be more likely in vivo than in vitro (12) and was also
found within single patients (29, 33, 48, 57, 70).
The aim of this study was to explore whether compensatory
mutations leading to differential fitness gains in the presence
and absence of drugs may explain the divergent findings con-
cerning reversibility. It was therefore necessary to define the
fitness of resistant and resistant compensated bacteria in both
environments. Here we consider the simplest possible genetic
setup of two loci, a resistance and a compensation locus, both
of which are located on the chromosome. We constructed a
model of a single bacterial population that focuses on the
effects of the fitness gains in the two environments and ex-
plores how these—together with other parameters—determine
whether an infection is cleared or the treatment fails. Further-
more, we investigate how the same factors influence whether
reversion can take place after discontinuing drug therapy. Fi-
nally, we study how different degrees of compensation in each
environment influence the dynamics in bacterial populations
during fluctuating selection pressure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We consider a single bacterial population and two genetic loci: a resistance and a
compensation locus. Let us denote by nij the number of bacteria of genotype ij in the
population. In this study, i denotes the presence (i  R) or absence (i  ) of
antibiotic resistance, while j denotes the presence (j  C) or absence (j  ) of a
compensatory mutation (see boxes in Fig. 1). Bacterial growth occurs according to
the continuous-time logistic growth model, in which r denotes the maximum growth
rate, d denotes the death rate (kill rate), and K denotes the carrying capacity of the
population (reviewed in reference 54), illustrated by solid arrows in Fig. 1. Unless the
kill rate is zero, the carrying capacity is never reached and a constant population size
is maintained due to a balance of death and growth rather than to a cessation of
replication. Actual replication rates depend on the fitness (wij,A) of bacteria and may
be lower than the maximum, depending on genotype ij and antibiotic treatment A
(treatment or no treatment). Antimicrobial-induced killing or growth suppression
does not necessarily increase monotonically with drug concentration (41, 61; re-
viewed in reference 84). We therefore assume for simplicity that the antibiotic
concentration during one treatment course is high enough to achieve a maximal kill
rate or growth suppression of the wild type, resulting in two drug concentrations:
either zero or therapeutic levels.
The parameterization of the resulting eight fitness values is described in the
following section and summarized in Tables 1 and 2. We approximate mutation
as a first-order process which occurs at rates 3 and 4 at the resistance locus
and at rates 3 and 4 at the compensatory locus (see dashed arrows in Fig. 1).
In this notation, the subscript arrows denote the direction of mutation. For
example, the mutation rate from the wild-type allele to the resistance allele is
3, and the mutation rate from a compensatory allele to a wild-type allele is 4.
For simplicity, we assume that mutations do not occur at both loci simulta-
neously, because the probability of two simultaneous mutations is very low.
In exponentially growing cells, mutations usually occur during replication (46).
Therefore, the rate at which new mutants arise should decrease as the population
approaches carrying capacity or when bacteria are exposed to bacteriostatic
treatment. Yet the fidelity of replication decreases when bacteria enter stationary
FIG. 1. Diagram of model 1. We consider two loci, a resistance and
a compensation locus, resulting in four possible genotypes: wild type
(), resistance mutation only (R), compensatory mutation only
(C), and resistant-compensated genotype (RC). Each genotype is
represented by a box. Strains of all genotypes die with a rate d (see
solid lines leaving the boxes) and replicate depending on their individ-
ual fitness levels in the current environment, wij,A, and a density-
dependent term, D(n), which corresponds to 1 minus the total pop-
ulation size divided by the carrying capacity 1  1Ki, jnij (see
circular arrows). Mutations occur at rates 3 and 4 at the resistance
locus and at rates 3 and 4 at the compensatory locus (see dotted
lines between the boxes). In this notation, the subscript arrows denote
the direction of mutation.
TABLE 1. Parameters used to describe bacterial fitness
Parameter Description
a ............................Antimicrobial activity
cC ..........................Cost of compensatory mutation
cR ..........................Cost of resistance mutation
eR ..........................Efficiency of resistance
eC,no drug ...............Efficiency of compensation in the absence of drug
eC,drug....................Efficiency of compensation in the presence of drug
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phase (reviewed in reference 74) or when antibiotics induce a stress response
(e.g., see reference 19), and mutations may also accumulate during the cell cycle
(46). We therefore used two different approaches to describe mutation: one in
which new mutants are generated depending only on the abundance of the
parental strain and one in which this depends on both the abundance and growth
rate of the parental cells.
With the first assumption (the generation of new mutants depends on the
population size only), the set of differential equations for the numbers of bacteria
of the different genotypes can be stated as follows.
dn
dt  nrw,A1 1K
i,j
nij  nd 3 v3 4nR v4nC
(1)
dnR
dt  nRrwR,A1 1K
i,j
nij  nRd 4 v3 3n v4nRC
(2)
dnC
dt  nC rwC,A1 1K
i,j
nij  nCd 3 v4 4nRC v3n
(3)
dnRC
dt  nRC rwRC,A1 1K
i,j
nij  nRCd 4 v4 3nC v3nR.
(4)
The equations for the second model, where the rise of new mutants depends on
both growth rate and the population size, are given in the supplemental material.
In these two cases, the growth of the cells is assumed to be proportional to
bacterial fitness. Alternatively, high bacterial fitness may also correspond to a low
kill rate, e.g., by better tolerance for an adverse environment, such as resistance
to bactericidals. In this case, the respective fitness values are not multiplied by
the growth rate r, but bacterial killing takes place at the rate nij[r(1  wij)  d]
(see the supplemental material). In the following, we focus on the first model, but
the results obtained were also compared to the second (mutation rates depend
on growth rates) and third (high bacterial fitness corresponds to a low kill rate)
versions of the model. A list of all parameters used in the model and their
standard values are given in Table 2.
The systems of differential equations were solved numerically by using the
lsoda function of the R language for statistical computing (35; www.r-project
.org). The programs are available upon request.
RESULTS
Classification and parameterization. To investigate the ef-
fects of compensation in both the absence and presence of
treatment, it is first desirable to find a suitable parameteriza-
tion for the fitness of bacteria carrying the resistance mutation
alone (R), the compensatory mutation alone (C), both
mutations (RC), or no mutations () in these two environ-
ments.
(i) Parameterization of bacterial fitness. The fitness of the
four genotypes in the absence and presence of antimicrobial
treatment is described using the parameters given in Table 3.
All fitness values are expressed relative to the fitness of wild-
type () bacteria without treatment (Table 1). Susceptible
strains have a high fitness level in the absence of antibiotic
treatment and a very low fitness level in its presence. The
fitness loss upon exposure to antimicrobial agents depends on
the antimicrobial activity (a) of the drug. Strains carrying a
resistance mutation generally have intermediate to high fitness
levels in both environments. The fitness gain during antibac-
terial treatment can be described by the efficiency of the resis-
tance mutation (eR) in reducing the antimicrobial activity (a).
Compared to the wild-type strain in the drug-free environ-
ment, the fitness of resistant mutants in both environments is
often lower. In this case, this fitness cost is incorporated by the
parameter cR. Although the costs of a resistance mutation
sometimes depend on the presence of the antibiotic (e.g., see
reference 69), we assume here for simplicity that they are the
same in both the absence and presence of drug. The compen-
satory mutation ameliorates the cost of resistance for the RC
genotype, and it may do so with different efficiencies, eC,no drug
and eC,drug, in the drug-free and drug-containing environ-
ments, respectively. By definition, the compensatory mutation
on its own (i.e., in the C genotype) does not confer any
protection from the drug, and it is assumed to incur a fitness
cost (cC) independent of the environment.
(ii) Types of compensatory mutations. Using the parameter-
ization explained above (Table 1), one can distinguish three
types of compensation: a type that, as usually assumed,
confers a fitness advantage in both environments (eC,drug 
0, eC,no drug  0) (Fig. 2C), a type that compensates only in
TABLE 2. Fitness values for the four considered genotypes in
absence and presence of antimicrobial treatment
Genotype Fitness in the absenceof drug Fitness in the presence of drug
 1 1  a
C 1  cC (1  a)(1  cC)
R 1  cR 	1  a(1  eR)
(1  cR)
RC 1  cR(1  eC,no drug) 	1  a(1  eR)
	1  cR(1  eC,drug)

TABLE 3. Parameters for model describing bacterial growth
Parameter Description Value (reference[s])
r Maximum growth rate of bacteria 1.3/h (within host growth rate) (26, 59)
N0 Bacterial population size when treatment is initiated 10
5–109a
K Carrying capacity of the population 1010
d Kill rate 0.5r, unless variedb
wij,A Relative fitness of genotype ij, depending on whether antibiotic is
administered (A  1) or not (A  0)
See Table 1
3, 4 Mutation rates at antibiotic resistance locus 10
6 to 1010/h, 2  106 to 1010/division (53)
3, 4 Mutation rates at compensatory locus Unless stated otherwise, 10 (63, 67)
a Symptom onset in bladder infection occurs at 102 CFU/ml (N0  5  104) (80). Bacterial counts in bacteremia are 0.3  103 to 165  103 CFU/ml (N0  1.5 
106 to 8.25  108) (65).
b Assuming bacteriostatic action and zero net growth, this corresponds to a reduction of bacterial load of 0.15/h (2 log within 24 h) for the default value of r  1.3/h
(27).
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the absence of antibiotics (eC,drug  0) (Fig. 2A), and a type
that compensates only in the presence of antibiotics (eC,no drug 
0) (Fig. 2B). One line of reasoning for why such a classification
is useful is as follows. The argument that compensatory muta-
tions arise during therapy and then make reversion difficult or
impossible after discontinuation is valid only if we assume
compensation in both cases. If compensation does not confer
any fitness gain in the presence of treatment, then it is unlikely
to evolve during therapy, even if bacterial counts are very high
and the rate of bacterial killing is low. If the compensatory
mutation leads to increased fitness only in the presence of
treatment, then no fitness valley would hinder reversion.
(iii) Examples from literature data. As mentioned above,
compensatory mutations decreasing viability in the absence of
drug have been found repeatedly in clinical isolates of vanco-
mycin-resistant enterococci (64, 71). In this case, no fitness
valley hinders reversion (Fig. 2B), and in vitro studies showed
that a reversion to the R genotype is possible (24, 79). Sim-
ilarly, compensatory mutations that increase fitness in the ab-
sence of drugs may be costly in the presence of treatment.
Paulander et al. (63) showed that mupirocin-resistant Salmo-
nella enterica serovar Typhimurium strains may acquire com-
pensatory mutations depending on whether they evolved in the
absence or presence of mupirocin. In this study, several lin-
eages of four spontaneous mupirocin resistance mutations
were propagated both in the absence and in the presence of the
antibiotic. The resulting compensatory mutations were identi-
fied, and the growth rates of the mutants were measured in
both the absence and presence of mupirocin. When bacteria
were propagated without antibiotic, the acquired compensa-
tory mutations often decreased fitness in drug-containing me-
dium (corresponding to Fig. 2A), sometimes to the point that
no growth could be observed (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental
material). Pseudoreversion was also observed in mupirocin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus strains (34). The type of com-
pensatory mutation can be determined by plotting eC,drug
against eC,no drug, as illustrated with the data set from Paul-
ander et al. (Fig. 3). The fitness values from this study were
used to calculate eC,drug and eC,no drug according to the equa-
tions given in Table 1. In this case, the value of eC,drug de-
pended on the selecting environment, whereas the values of
eC,no drug did not show significant differences. For strains that
evolved in the absence of antibiotics, we found a weak negative
correlation between eC,no drug and eC,drug (Pearson’s product-
moment correlation; R2  0.25; P  0.01); for those that
FIG. 2. Types of compensatory mutations. The x axis shows how many mutations the genotype has compared to the wild type. The y axis shows
the replicative fitness compared to that of the wild type. The fitness in the absence of drugs is shown in black, and the fitness in the presence of
antibiotic treatment is shown in red.  denotes the wild type (wt), R the genotype with only the resistance mutation, C the genotype carrying
only the compensatory mutation, and RC the resistant-compensated genotype. Three extreme types of compensation are possible. (A) The
compensatory mutation may be beneficial only in the absence of drugs (eC,no drug  1 and eC,drug  0). (B) Conversely, compensation may occur
only in the presence of treatment (eC,no drug  0 and eC,drug  1). (C) Finally, compensation may have the same efficiency in both environments
(eC,no drug  1 and eC,drug  1). Other parameters take the following values: a  0.9, cC  0.1, cR  0.2, and eR  0.9.
FIG. 3. Compensation in absence versus compensation in presence
of antibiotics. The equations in Table 1 were used to derive eC,no drug
and eC,drug from the data set of Paulander et al. (63). The blue empty
circles indicate resistant compensated strains that evolved in the ab-
sence of drugs, and the red empty triangles indicate resistant compen-
sated strains that evolved in the presence of an antibiotic. The filled
symbols indicate the means with standard deviations.
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evolved in the presence of treatment, we found no correlation
(R2  0.01; P  0.6), which supports the assumption that both
should be treated as independent parameters. In this case,
eC,no drug and eC,drug of some compensatory mutations adopted
values of 1, meaning that they increased fitness more than
only removing the costs of resistance, but without increasing
fitness above wild-type levels. We assume here for simplicity
that resistance has the same cost in the absence and presence
of treatment and that compensatory mutations do not carry
any costs in both environments when paired with a resistance
mutation. Therefore, eC,no drug and eC,drug should be regarded
as measures of the fitness gain in both environments relative to
each other rather than as absolute values.
Theoretical model exploring compensation in bacterial pop-
ulations. (i) Bacterial survival during drug therapy. Whether
a bacterial strain will survive long-term antimicrobial therapy
depends on its ability to replicate under these conditions or to
enter a less-susceptible physiological state (e.g., persisters). In
the following, we assume for simplicity that we have a homo-
geneous population of cells that divide at the same rate (i.e., no
persisters). The RC genotype is the fittest during drug therapy,
so survival will depend on its fitness and thus on values of a, eR,
cR, and eC,drug. Since the bacterial growth rate has to be at least
as high as the kill rate (wr  d) for survival during treat-
ment, the fitness of the RC genotype has to be at least as
high as the bacterial death rate divided by the growth rate,
i.e., wRC  [1  a(1  eR)][1  (1  eC,drug)cR]  d/r.
In Fig. 4, we show for which values of eR, cR, and eC,drug
extinction is inevitable. As expected, with an increasing effi-
ciency of compensation, bacterial survival becomes possible for
a higher cost and a lower efficiency of resistance. However,
even with perfect compensation (eC,drug  1), extinction will
ensue if the efficiency of resistance is not high enough to allow
growth that exceeds the death rate, so eR  1  (r  d)/ra.
Without any compensation and perfect resistance, costs of
resistance that exceed 1  d/r will lead to extinction. This
implies that resistance mutations can be more costly when
antibacterial treatment is suboptimal (i.e., when a is smaller).
Also, the bacterial death rate influences both maximal costs
(cR) and the minimal efficiency of resistance (eR) that allow
survival in the presence of antimicrobial treatment. The higher
the kill rate, the more restrictive the conditions for the out-
growth of resistant bacteria will be. Because we disregard het-
erogeneities in the bacterial population, these predictions are
more qualitative than quantitative.
So far, we have considered only the fitness of the RC geno-
type. Yet when a bacterial population is confronted with an
antibiotic that it has never been exposed to, the RC genotype
may not be present yet, such that the fitness of the R geno-
type becomes important. Although resistance mutations often
preexist, we first illustrate this with an initially homogeneous
wild-type population. In this case, the wild-type population
decreases substantially after treatment initiation (see Fig. S3 in
the supplemental material), before the R and RC genotypes
emerge. Figure 5 shows how the costs of resistance and the
efficiency of compensation (in the presence of treatment) in-
fluenced the minimal total population size (i.e., the population
size at the nadir after treatment is initiated). As expected,
survival did not depend on the efficiency of compensation at
low costs of resistance and thus high R fitness. The higher the
costs of resistance, the more important the fitness of the RC
population became. Apart from the net replication rate of the
individual genotypes, both mutation rate and the population
size when therapy was initiated determined the minimal pop-
ulation size before outgrowth of resistant genotypes occurred.
In Fig. 6, we show for different initial population sizes and
mutation rates and a fixed efficiency of compensation and
treatment efficiency at which minimal eR and maximal cR the
resistance-compensated genotype can emerge. With larger ini-
tial population sizes, it is likely that the R genotype is already
FIG. 4. RC fitness in the presence of treatment and extinction. In
order to escape extinction during treatment, the fitness of the RC
genotype needs to be above a certain threshold. This plot shows the
maximal cost of resistance for a given eR and cR that permits long-term
survival of the RC genotype. It was created by solving rwRC  d for cR,
yielding cR  1/(1  eC,drug)  d/[r(1  a  aeR)(1  eC,drug)] as the
condition for the bacteria to persist. The antimicrobial activity (a) has
a value of 1.
FIG. 5. Fitness of R and RC genotypes and minimal population
size during treatment. In this plot, the color scale indicates the minimal
population sizes during treatment for different cR and eC,drug values
upon treatment initiation in a naive bacterial population of 107 organ-
isms. The area in which the growth rate of the RC genotype is smaller
than the death rate (i.e., where extinction is inevitable) is shaded in
gray. The dashed lines represent fitness isoclines for the RC genotype.
Other parameters take the following values: a  1, cC  0.1, cR  0.2,
eR  0.9, eC,drug  0.6, and 3  10
8.
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present. To account for this, we compared the initially homo-
geneous population (dashed lines) to a population that ex-
panded from 103 wild-type cells to the population size at which
treatment commenced (solid lines). We considered emergence
of the resistant genotypes successful if the minimal total pop-
ulation size during the process of emergence did not fall below
one cell. When the initial population size and/or mutation rate
was low, the generation of resistant organisms was too slow to
generate the RC genotype before extinction. In this case, sur-
vival seemed to depend mainly on the fitness of the R geno-
type. When the generation of new genotypes was fast and the
efficiency of the resistance mutation was high, high costs of
resistance did not lead to extinction, as they could be compen-
sated.
The model used here is deterministic, and therefore frac-
tions of resistant cells may give rise to new mutants. As a
comparison, we also calculated the probability P(no mutation)
that the population of initially present R cells would become
extinct before the RC genotype could be generated. This prob-
ability is given by e
NR,03
dwR,1r (45), with NR,0 denoting the initial
size of the R subpopulation. The number of resistant cells in
the beginning is given by the mutation-selection balance
N03
cRd
(N0 is the initial total population size), such that P(no muta-
tion) becomes e
N033
cRddwR,1r. If we assume a fixed number x of
compensatory loci for each resistance mutation (i.e., x3 
3), then the mutation rate greatly influences this probability,
as P(no mutation) depends on the square of the overall muta-
tion rate. We illustrate this in Fig. 7. With lower mutation
rates, the RC genotype could emerge only when the R ge-
notype alone was viable (compare to Fig. 4), while the proba-
bility of RC emergence became independent of R fitness at
mutation rates of 105. The emergence of the RC genotype
does not secure survival, as this genotype also has to be viable
during treatment. The results obtained with the three versions
of our model and the calculation of the probability that
resistant compensated cells will emerge correspond well.
Therefore, our findings that the initial population size and,
especially, the mutation rate determine whether a pathogen
population may survive treatment at a given fitness of resis-
tant cells appear to be robust.
(ii) Discontinuation of treatment and reversion. After dis-
continuing treatment, resistance may persist or reversion to the
wild-type genotype may occur. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, both outcomes have been reported, although theoretical
models predict that reversion is unlikely or is a very slow
process. This gives rise to the question of which factors deter-
mine whether reversion or compensation will take place, and if
so, when it will occur. With our model, we are able to investi-
gate the effects of different fitness gains, possible fitness valleys,
FIG. 6. Mutation rate, population size, and extinction during treatment. These graphs show the minimal cR for which a bacterial population
goes extinct for a given eR. Extinction is defined to occur when the total population size drops below 1 during antimicrobial therapy. The area in
which the growth rate of the RC genotype is smaller than the death rate (i.e., where extinction is inevitable) is shaded in gray. The dashed lines
correspond to an initially homogeneous wild-type population, while the solid lines correspond to a population that expanded from 103 cells to the
population size at which treatment commenced. (A) Various initial population sizes (N0). (B) Various mutation rates (3). Unless varied,
parameters take the following values: a  1, cC  0.1, cR  0.2, eR  0.9, eC,drug  0.6, 3  10
8, and N0  10
7.
FIG. 7. Probability of generating RC bacteria before R extinc-
tion. This graph shows for which maximal eR the probability that the
R population becomes extinct before creating an RC genotype is
larger than 95%. It was created by solving e
N033
cRddwR,1r  0.95 for eR,
yielding eR 
N033 d2cRln(0.95)
cRdr1  cRln(0.95)
for a  1. The values of 3 are
given next to the corresponding curves. For mutation rates of104.25,
the RC genotype could always emerge. N0  10
7, 3  103.
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and different mutation rates at the respective loci, which could
be interpreted as differences in the sizes of mutational targets.
When we describe a homogeneous population of resistant
bacteria in a constant environment with a logistic equation
without a death rate, the population size (nR) will increase
until the carrying capacity is reached, at which point bacterial
growth ceases. At the carrying capacity, no invasion of a dif-
ferent genotype is possible in the case of a growth-dependent
mutation rate, and invasion is very slow when the new genotype
is generated only by mutation and the mutant does not grow.
When a bacterial kill rate is included, which is biologically
more plausible, the population will not grow to the carrying
capacity, but to a lower density that depends on the kill rate.
If we neglect the mutation rates, as they are very small com-
pared to the growth and kill rates, the steady-state value is
given by nˆR  K1  drwR (also see reference 36). An
invasion of the wild-type strain (n) is now possible when
wd
wR
 d, i.e., the fitness of the invading strain, is larger than
that of the residing strain and the kill rate is larger than zero.
We therefore first investigated the effects of the relative
fitness of the RC genotype and the relative kill rate (i.e., the
kill rate d relative to the growth rate r) on the time to reversion.
Reversion was defined as95% of the population consisting of
wild-type cells. For most kill rates and/or fitness values of the
R or RC genotype, reversion took place within a few days
(Fig. 8). The time to reversion increased with increasing fitness
of the RC genotype and decreasing kill rate, but reversion
always took place unless the relative kill rate was zero or
compensation in the absence of treatment was perfect
(wRC,0  1). The time to reversion increased slightly with a
decreasing overall mutation rate, but unexpectedly, the ratio
of 4 to 3 had very little effect (see Fig. S4 in the sup-
plemental material). Although our model consists of only
two loci, we could interpret those as multiple equivalent loci
that are combined into one. The forward mutation rates 3
and 3 could then be calculated by assuming a fixed mutation
rate per locus (corresponding to 4 and 4) multiplied by the
number of possible loci. At lower fitness values of the R
genotype, the back mutation rates 4 and 4, which could be
interpreted as mutation rates per locus, determined when re-
version to the ancestral susceptible genotype took place. Only
when the R genotype was nearly as fit as the wild type did the
ratios of 3 to 4 and 3 to 4 influence time to reversion.
The value of 3 seemed to be less important, as the two curves
with the same 3 values coincided. Taken together, the rela-
tive fitness of the RC genotype (and thus eC,no drug) as well as
the relative kill rate had the largest effect on the time until
reversion occurred.
(iii) Repeated treatment courses and reversion. As shown
above, reversibility depended on the efficiency of compensa-
tion in a drug-free environment (eC,no drug), and we expect this
reversibility to determine the success of any subsequent ther-
apy. We therefore investigated the effect of the length of treat-
ment fluctuation on the fraction of resistant cells within bac-
terial populations that had different types of compensatory
mutations. If compensation in the absence of antibiotics was
not perfect, reversion took place repeatedly (see Fig. S5 in the
supplemental material). As a result, the average long-term
population size and composition of the population in a fluctu-
ating environment depended on the fluctuation period (see
Fig. S6 in the supplemental material). The relationships be-
tween period length and total population size, size of the re-
sistant subpopulation, and fraction of resistant cells were not
monotonic and differed depending on the exact fitness values
of the possible genotypes. Furthermore, there was no apparent
correlation between total population size, the size of the resis-
tant subpopulation, and the fraction of resistant cells. Each of
these three measures was minimal at intermediate period
lengths for some fitness values (see Fig. S7 in the supplemental
material). In some cases (see Fig. S6A and C in the supple-
mental material), the fraction of resistant or resistant compen-
sated cells declined before the overall population size rose.
This shows that the abundance of resistant strains depends not
only on overall antibiotic consumption but also on the fitness
of the possible genotypes in both environments. Also, it shows
FIG. 8. Reversion to susceptibility after cessation of treatment and relative to kill rate. In this figure, we show how the fitness of the RC
genotype and the bacterial kill rate relative to the growth rate influence reversion to susceptibility. The initial population consisted of 109
bacteria of the R (A) or the RC (B) genotype. The x axis (horizontal) shows the relative kill rate, i.e., the kill rate divided by the growth
rate, and the y axis shows the efficiency of compensation, and thus RC fitness relative to that of the wild type. On the z axis are the numbers
of days until 95% of the population consisted of the wild-type genotype. Other parameters take the following values: a  1, eR  1, cR 
0.5, cC  0.5, eR  1, 3  10
8, and N0  10
9.
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that the population dynamics during repeated treatment
courses depend on the type of compensation, as we would have
expected (Fig. 2).
DISCUSSION
In the context of antibiotic resistance, a compensatory mu-
tation can be defined as a mutation that alleviates the fitness
costs of a resistance mutation but does not in itself increase the
antibiotic tolerance of a microbe. To unambiguously classify a
mutation as compensatory, we therefore need to determine the
fitness of strains of four genotypes, i.e., the wild type, resis-
tance, compensated, and resistant-compensated genotypes, in
both the absence and presence of treatment. If the fitness of
the C genotype is not measured, it remains unclear whether
the potential compensatory mutation is beneficial irrespective
of the genetic background. It is also important to measure C
fitness under antibiotic selection pressure, as the mutation may
be an additional resistance mutation. Although there is a large
body of literature describing the amelioration of the costs of
antibacterial resistance, to our knowledge there is no study
measuring the replicative fitness of all four genotypes in both
the absence and presence of treatment. If the underlying bio-
logical mechanisms of the fitness increase upon acquisition of
a mutation do not indicate compensation, it remains uncertain
whether the described mutations are indeed compensatory mu-
tations. Judging from the two studies comparing compensation
in the absence and presence of antibiotic selection pressure,
there is also no evidence for a simple relationship between the
fitness increase in the two environments upon acquisition of a
compensatory mutation (63, 67) (Fig. 3).
The main aim of this study was to obtain a better conceptual
understanding of how compensatory mutations affect bacterial
fitness and how this—combined with other factors—deter-
mines reversibility and treatment success for both single and
repeated treatment courses. In order to illustrate and validate
our parameterization of fitness values, we developed a delib-
erately simple mathematical model that focuses on the fitness
gains in the absence and presence of treatment. This very
simple theoretical framework has correspondingly many limi-
tations. Our model is based on deterministic equations that
assume an infinite population size and therefore does not in-
clude bottlenecks. It is thus more applicable to large popula-
tion sizes such as those, e.g., in the microflora, which may be
the source of recurrent infections. Moreover, we considered
only two loci and only one drug concentration. Resistance is
often acquired by multiple mutations (3, 5), compensation may
take place first in one and then in another environment, and
even in the same environment, fitness costs may be amelio-
rated in a stepwise manner (72). Yet given our very limited
knowledge about the fitness values of resistant compensated
bacteria, a simple framework for which we can find reliable
parameters is preferable to a more complex model.
The model presented here describes the logistic growth of a
bacterial population with the four potential genotypes by use
of a first-order bacterial death rate. Estimates of the bacterial
growth rate, carrying capacity, and death rate were derived
from publications describing in vivo bacterial growth (26, 27,
59, 65, 80). The individual fitness of a genotype can be incor-
porated in two ways: either fitness correlates positively with the
growth rate, or there is an inverse correlation with the kill rate.
The former would correspond to differences in replicative fit-
ness between the genotypes, the latter, for example, to differ-
ences in immune recognition. Although the R genotype and,
more often, the RC genotype may be more fit than the wild
type (48, 67), we considered here only fitness values that were
smaller than or equal to those of the wild type.
We also assume that the rate of emergence of new strains is
a first-order process that depends only on the abundance of the
ancestral genotype. Therefore, these models describe the rise
of mutants in a sufficiently large population and resistance
acquired by mutation rather than by horizontal transfer. Fi-
nally, in the first and second versions of the model, the anti-
microbial activity does not increase the kill rate but suppresses
bacterial growth, so this model describes bacteriostatic rather
than bactericidal therapy. Conversely, the third version of the
model describes bactericidal treatment. Although bacteriosta-
tic or bactericidal action is not an intrinsic property of antibi-
otics but is influenced by drug concentration and the targeted
pathogen, beta-lactams, fluoroquinolones, and aminoglyco-
sides are usually regarded as bactericidal (18, 38, 55, 77),
whereas chloramphenicol is regarded as bacteriostatic (30).
Therefore, the appropriate version of the model might be used
to describe these compounds.
Using both the models where bacterial growth was propor-
tional to fitness and that where fitness correlated inversely with
the kill rate, we investigated under which conditions bacteria
can survive long-term antibiotic therapy. In model 1 and model
3, where mutation rates are independent of growth, the results
were exactly the same. Due to the growth dependence of mu-
tation in the second model, it is difficult to adjust the mutation
rate such that the overall generation of mutations remains the
same as in the other two models. Nevertheless, the results were
qualitatively the same for all three models and were very in-
tuitive: a potential resistance mutation has to be more efficient
in suppressing the effect of treatment when it is accompanied
by higher costs. Compensation of the costs, on the other hand,
allows bacterial survival at a higher cost and lower efficiency of
resistance mutations. Also, our results show that the conditions
for clearing an infection depend on the kill rate, which could be
interpreted as the action of an immune system, as well as on
the antimicrobial activity of the drug. The higher the kill rate
and the more powerful the treatment, the less costly and more
efficient a resistance mutation has to be to allow survival. This
agrees with the findings that Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains
of low fitness are able to spread among HIV-infected patients
(76) and that exposure to low antibiotic doses selects for car-
riage of resistant strains (28). A higher mutation rate and
larger initial population size led to a faster generation of R
and RC genotypes and thus determined how fit a potential
resistance mutation had to be to allow the population to escape
extinction. A positive correlation between resistance and mu-
tation rate has also been found experimentally and theoreti-
cally (e.g., see references 25 and 40; reviewed in reference 53).
Our deterministic model certainly underestimates extinction
and overestimates the rise of resistant mutants, as fractions of
cells may still generate new mutants. This is especially true for
cases where the product of the initial population size and the
mutation rate is smaller than 1 (45). Thus, the predictions
concerning treatment success may be rather pessimistic. On
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the other hand, they may be too optimistic when the bacterial
population is already large when treatment is started, because
antibiotics may be less effective then (17, 78). Nevertheless, the
obtained qualitative findings correspond to both the findings
from calculating the probability of generating RC mutants and
well-known results (“hit hard and hit early”) and therefore
validate our model.
Decreasing levels of resistance upon antibiotic restriction
have been reported in several epidemiological studies (e.g., see
reference 62). Especially in hospital settings with a typically
high turnover in the patient population, these findings could be
explained by clonal shifts where resistant strains may be “washed
out” even without having a fitness disadvantage compared to the
replacing susceptible strains (2, 42). In contrast, genetic reversion
is expected to be unlikely and, if it occurs, very slow (13, 42), also
because of the accumulation of compensatory mutations. Yet the
argument that the resistant-compensated genotype is easily
reached by selection but difficult to leave is strictly valid only if we
assume that a compensatory mutation is advantageous in both
the absence and presence of treatment (Fig. 2). As we have
seen (Fig. 3), this is not necessarily the case. Levin et al. (43)
argued that the effective mutation rate toward compensation is
often higher than the rate of converting back to the wild type,
such that a resistant population may compensate for the fitness
loss in the absence of antibiotics faster than reverting. In the
same study, it was also argued that bottlenecks arising from
transmission events or serial passage in vitro additionally en-
rich the genotype with the faster initial emergence. Again, we
would expect this phenomenon only if the compensatory mu-
tation conferred an advantage (or not a substantial disadvan-
tage) in both environments. Even if this was the case, the ratio
of the mutation rate of reverting back from resistance (4) to
the mutation rate of acquiring compensation (3) had a neg-
ligible effect on the time to reversion in our model. Bacteria
that are part of the microflora and may cause endogenous
infections might face bottlenecks only infrequently, such that
the model presented here may be more applicable. Although
both persistence and disappearance of resistant and resistant
compensated bacteria in the gut microflora have been reported
(e.g., see references 21, 47, and 75), the pathogens in the
majority of clinical studies that reported reversion were part of
the normal human microflora (16, 29, 33, 56, 57, 70). Although
this remains to be investigated fully, the diverging theoretical
predictions from the model presented here and the one by
Levin et al. (43) are likely due to the absence of serial bottle-
necks in our models.
We always found reversion if the fitness of the resistance-
compensated genotype was lower than that of the wild type and
if there was bacterial death, i.e., the kill rate was nonzero.
Constant bacterial populations seem to represent a steady-
state situation with a balance of growth and death rather than
a situation of complete growth arrest (23).
According to our model, we would expect reversion when-
ever the resistant genotypes either have a growth disadvantage
or are killed more easily. Indeed, Gustafsson et al. reported
reversion of Staphylococcus epidermis on human skin within 10
to 30 days when resistance was costly but persistence of strains
carrying no-cost resistance mutations (29). The importance of
the bacterial kill rate is further supported by the observation
that reversion occurred more frequently in mice than in bac-
teria grown in vitro (12), possibly due to a strong immune
reaction in the mice (58). Furthermore, our finding is corrob-
orated by theoretical studies showing that reversion occurred if
the resistant-compensated genotype had a low relative fitness
(36) and that immune responses may prohibit the growth of
less-fit resistant bacteria (31).
The times to reversion which we observed in our model are
compatible with the time frames reported in clinical studies
(29, 33, 57, 70) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Reversion was extremely slow with high RC fitness and/or a
low kill rate (in the range of years for our parameterization), so
it is not surprising that reversion was rarely observed under
laboratory conditions. Saager et al. (70) and Meka et al. (57)
studied clonally related strains within single patients and found
reversion of linezolid resistance after 4 months in vancomycin-
resistant enterococci and after 7 months in methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Loss of resistance to several
antibiotics within a few weeks to months was described in a
detailed case report of an elderly patient with recurrent MRSA
infections (33) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Most
importantly, bacteria became resistant to one of the antibiotics
used, but after the loss of this resistance, the same antibiotic
was used to clear the infection.
Taken together, the data obtained with our model predict
that the fitness levels of all involved genotypes in both the
absence and presence of treatment determine the emergence
and long-term abundance of resistance and that different types
of compensatory mutations lead to different dynamics during
repeated treatment courses. This prediction could be tested by
subjecting strains with different types of compensatory muta-
tions to repeated treatment courses of different lengths. We
would also expect that a higher mutation rate or a larger
population size would allow for the emergence of less-fit re-
sistant mutants. To test this, the fitness levels of resistant mu-
tants arising from populations of different sizes, perhaps car-
rying mutator genes, could be compared. Furthermore, our
model predicts that a higher turnover or kill rate accelerates
reversion, which may be addressed experimentally in chemo-
stats by varying the flow rate. Our study highlights that in order
to make quantitative predictions of antibiotic resistance evo-
lution—and indeed, in order to unambiguously identify com-
pensatory mutations—it is pertinent to measure the fitness of
all bacterial genotypes involved in both the presence and ab-
sence of antibiotic treatment.
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